Washburn Newsroom

Washburn Law Journal Symposium to Explore Artificial
Intelligence Rights
Topeka, Kan. – Washburn Law's Robert J. Dole Center for Law and Government, in partnership with
the Washburn Law Journal, is pleased to host the symposium "Artificial Rights?" on Thursday, November 5, 2020
from 9:50 a.m. - 2:45 p.m. CST. It will be broadcast live via Zoom and participants must register to receive a link
that grants them access.
The symposium will be headquartered in Room 125 of the law school as the Washburn Law Journal students
hold the modern version of a public event in the era of COVID-19.
The event will explore the rights—and wrongs—of artificial intelligence (AI) and the extent to which AI has
rights and can infringe rights. While AI continues to expand into every aspect of our lives and of the law, it is not
clear what AI actually is and what rights it possesses. Is AI capable of regulating itself? Can it be trusted? And
what happens when it commits wrongs? Special focus will be given to the significance of artificial intelligence
and the impact of intelligent machines across multiple areas of the law. The symposium will consist of a keynote
speaker and two panels.
Panel 1: Machine Rights – 10 a.m. CST
Keynote: Machine Inventions – 12:30 p.m. CST
Panel 2: Machine Wrongs – 1:15 p.m. Central time CST
Follow the Symposium on Twitter at #WLJArtificialRights
More information can be found at washburnlaw.edu/artificialrights
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Editor’s Note
Washburn University School of Law was founded in 1903 with 41 students enrolled in the first class. It’s been
ABA accredited since 1923. More than 110 years later, our worldwide network of nearly 7,000 alumni includes
nationally recognized lawyers, state and federal judges, Kansas Supreme Court Justices, politicians, television
journalists and senior executives of Fortune 500 companies and national legal associations. Washburn
University School of Law’s tradition of excellence in teaching is enhanced by its six Centers for Excellence: the
Business and Transactional Law Center, the Center for Excellence in Advocacy, the Center for Law and
Government, the Children and Family Law Center, the International and Comparative Law Center, and the Oil
and Gas Law Center. For more information about Washburn Law, visit www.washburnlaw.edu.
For further information: Shelia A. Summers Director of Marketing Communications, Washburn University School
of Law Office: 785-670-1784 Email: shelia.summers@washburn.edu
https://news.washburn.edu/AISymposium

